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Fairy Haven is abuzz with news about its latest arrival, Prilla. It's bad enough that she has 
no idea what her special talent is, but some of her behavior is remarkably, well, human. 
Prilla is heartbroken that she does not seem to fit in. She desperately needs help from 
Mother Dove, the most important creature in Neverland, who created and cares for the 
magical egg that prevents all who live in Neverland from growing old and dying. But 
tragedy strikes as the island is hit by a hurricane, and the Never egg is destroyed. Mother 
Dove must pick three fairies to set out on a dangerous quest to repair the egg. She 
chooses Rani, the best water-talent fairy; Vidia, the most selfish, but fastest fast-flying-
talent fairy; and, to everyone's surprise-Prilla. The three embark on a journey filled with 
danger, sacrifice, and adventure. The fate of Neverland-and their world as they know it-
rests on their shoulders.
Seasoned fractured fairy tale teller Gail Carson Levine provides the captivating back story 
of Tinker Bell and Co. in this lavishly illustrated addition to the Neverland canon. Freckled 
and eager to please, Prilla is a brand new fairy, born of a baby's laugh. Upon her arrival to 
Neverland, she is dismayed to discover she has no talent for any of the fairy avocations. 
Tinker Bell (a pots-and-pans-talent fairy) takes Prilla to see Mother Dove, whose single blue 
egg holds the secret of the island's eternal youth. But before the wise bird can advise Prilla, 
Neverland is shaken by a terrible hurricane. Mother Dove is thrown off her nest, and the 
precious egg is shattered. Immediately, Neverland folk begin to age.
 The island's only hope is for some brave fairies to take the egg pieces to Kyto the dragon 
and ask him to restore it with his fiery breath. But first, the fairies must collect treasures 
with which to bribe the evil dragon. Mother Dove chooses Prilla to be part of the fairy team 
to undertake the quest for the egg. Can one little no-talent fairy help save Neverland from 
certain doom? While Fairy Dust is unabashedly based on Disney's Peter Pan, Levine's 
companion version feels wonderfully fresh and original. The charming maxims of Levine's 
fairy world (fairies say "Fly with you," instead of "Pleased to meet you," and need dust made 
from Mother Dove's feathers to fly) along with David Christiana's sumptuous illustrations 
breathe new life into a beloved classic. --Jennifer Hubert
Gail Carson Levine (http://gailcarsonlevine.blogspot.com) is the author of many acclaimed 
children's books, including the New York Times best sellers Fairy Dust and the Quest for the 
Egg and Fairy Haven and the Quest for the Wand; Newbery Honor Book Ella Enchanted; 
and Writing Magic. Gail lives with her husband, David, and their Airedale, Baxter, in a 220-
year-old farmhouse in New York's Hudson Valley.

David Christiana has illustrated more than twenty picture books for children, four of which 
he wrote. He lives in Tucson, Arizona, and teaches illustration at the University of Arizona.
Other Books
Disney Insider Yearbook, "An entertaining, informative, and authoritative review of a 
remarkable year with The Walt Disney Company, a preview of the exciting months to come, 
and an indispensable keepsake for Disney fans of all ages."--Back cover.
�����. In order to re - create the scope and majesty of the American Frontier , the  series  
was shot on location over the course of four months in an unspoiled corner of ... RICCIHOR 
OF PUBLISHING GAIL CARSON LEVINE  Fairy Dust Quest  *  Egg  A."
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